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This paper analyzes the perceptions of the Catholic missionary enterprise by visitors to missionary stations run by

the  Congregatio Immaculati  Cordis  Mariae [CICM]  圣母圣心会 ,  also called “Fathers  of Scheut”,  and the

Societas Verbi Divini [SVD] 圣言会, also called “Missionaries of Steyl”, in Qinghai, Gansu and Xinjiang between
1879 and 1950. Altogether about 80 western and Chinese travelogues on northwest China are available for this
period and many contain short references to the local Catholic missionaries.[2]

 

At the outset of this study, my initial assumption was that these travelogues might present a welcome addition to
our sources for the local mission history of northwest China, since, as a literary genre, travel writing is defined as
bringing news of the wider world and as disseminating information about strange lands and unfamiliar peoples.
Furthermore, most of the travelogues studied in this paper were written by explorers who usually adhere to the
more scientific forms of travel writing that emphasize the presentation of quantitative data.[3] However, it turned
out that, with regard to the missionary enterprise, very few of the travelogues actually contain historiographic
material. Instead, many only provide anecdotal accounts of encounters with Catholic missionaries. After having
taken into account that the examples extracted from the travelogues differ from the general definition of travel
writing  insofar  as  western  travellers  described  familiar  institutions,  i.e.,  the  Catholic  Church,  in  unfamiliar
surroundings, and Chinese travellers wrote about foreign institutions in their homeland, I now argue that most of
the studied travelogues which often claim a certain degree of objectivity, reflect, first of all, the personal views of
the travellers  with  regard  to  the missionary enterprise  in  China.  While  some travellers  obviously shared the
missionaries' values, others were critical of the missionary goals and methods.[4] I also suggest that, apart from
expressing personal  views of  individual  travellers,  the travelogues also reflect  the general  perceptions of  the
missionary enterprise prevalent in China and in the West at specific times. 

 

The Catholic Congregations in Gansu, Qinghai and Xinjiang

 

The CICM was founded by the Belgian Fr. Théophile Verbist in 1862 in Scheut, near Brussels, and started work in
China,  i.e.,  in  Inner  Mongolia,  in  1865.  In  1878,  the  Vatican  officially  commissioned  the  newly established
‘Vicariate Apostolic of Kansu’ to the CICM, which comprised modern Gansu Province and portions of modern
Qinghai Province, Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region and Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region. In 1879, departing
from mission stations in Inner Mongolia, Bishop Hamer and three other patres arrived in Gansu in order to build

up the new vicariate. Between 1880 and 1884, a small village called Xixiang 西乡 (variant: Songshuzhuang 松树

庄) near Liangzhou 凉州  (modern Wuwei 武威) was chosen as the location for the main mission station. The

Liangzhou area  and other  places  along the  Gansu  Corridor  were  home to  so-called  “Old  Christians”  whose
forefathers  had  been converted  by the  Jesuit  Father  Etienne  Faber  and his  successors,  or  who had come as

Christian refugees from Central China during the 17th and 18th centuries.[5] In Xixiang the CICM missionaries
built a church, the bishop’s residence and living quarters for themselves and their Chinese staff, and eventually



erected an Orphanage of the Holy Childhood as well as a seminary. Later on, a dispensary was added and even a
small centre for the treatment of opium addicts. After opening the first stations in Lanzhou and Liangzhou in
1879, the number of stations and missionaries increased considerably over the years. By 1922, when the vicariate
was transferred to the SVD, about 85 CICM missionaries had served on about 40 mission stations including a few
stations in Xinjiang.[6] The main focus of the missionary activities of the Scheut Fathers was placed on the Han
Chinese, but was later also extended to the multi-ethnic population of the Ili area in northern Xinjiang, as well as
on the Monguor/ Turen and the Tibetans of Gansu and Qinghai.

 

The Societas Verbi Divini, SVD, was founded by the German Father Arnold Janssen in 1875 with its motherhouse,
St. Michael, located in Steyl, the Netherlands.[7] The congregation established its first China mission in Shandong
Province in 1882 and from there spread to northwest China in 1922 and to Henan in 1923. The missionaries of
Scheut suffered from a lack of priests and funds for their China missions after World War I, which led the CICM
superiors in Belgium to refocus on missionary work in Ningxia and Mongolia and to give up the Vicariate of
Gansu. Meanwhile, German missionaries were looking for new mission fields after the loss of former German
colonies in Africa. Thus, in 1922 the Vatican divided the old Vicariate of Gansu into a ‘Vicariate Apostolic of
Kansu Occidentale’ which was conferred onto the SVD, and one of  ‘Kansu Orientale’ of which the German
Capuchins [OFMCap] took responsibility. 

 

In the beginning, the Steyl missionaries also used Xixiang near Liangzhou as their central mission station. In
1927, however, Bishop Theodor Buddenbrock SVD (1878–1959) moved his residence to the provincial capital of
Lanzhou because of its greater political and economic importance and its proximity to the provincial government.
Altogether about 100 missionaries (including Brothers) of Steyl served over the years on about 30 main stations
plus about 100 out-stations in Gansu, Qinghai and Xinjiang until the last missionaries were expelled from China
in 1953.[8] Like the CICM, the SVD Fathers mainly concentrated their missionary efforts on the Han population,
but later made serious efforts to reach out to the Monguor/ Turen and the Tibetans in Gansu and Qinghai, and to
the Mongols and Kirghiz  in Xinjiang.[9] The Steyl  Fathers  were also able to add to the number of schools,
dispensaries and orphanages that they had taken over from the Scheut Fathers. Furthermore, they established a
hospital in Lanzhou as well as two seminaries for the education of future Chinese priests.[10]

 

The missionary work of the SVD Fathers in Gansu and Qinghai was supported by the Brothers of Mercy of Trier/

Fratres Misericordiae Mariae Auxiliatricis  慈爱会 [FMMA] who ran a hospital in Lanzhou in cooperation with

the SVD, by the Missionary Sisters of Steyl/ Servae Spiritus Sancti  圣神婢女传教会 [SSpS] and the Missionary

Sisters Oblates of the Holy Family/ Congregatio missionalis Oblatorum Sanctae Familiae 圣家会 [OHF]. Apart

from taking care of the household chores in the mission stations of the SVD, the Sisters conducted their own
missionary work such as teaching school children, training female catechists, providing medical care, as well as
running dispensaries, orphanages and homes for the elderly. However, the FMMA Brothers as well as the SSpS
and OHF Sisters  are  rarely mentioned  in  western  and  Chinese  travel  accounts  on Gansu  and  Qinghai.  This
apparently also applies to the German Rhenish-Westphalian and the Spanish Navarra Capuchins/  Ordo Fratrum

Minorum Capuccinorum [OFMCap] 圣芳济各嘉布会 who worked in northeast Gansu from 1922 to 1953.[11]

The OFMCap sent about 80 missionaries (including Brothers) to eastern Gansu who worked at about 30 mission
stations plus some 50 out-stations.[12]

 

Accounts by Western Travellers

 

Starting from the late 19th century,  northwest China became an increasingly attractive destination for foreign



travellers and explorers for a variety of reasons. There was often the desire to reach the ‘Closed Land of Tibet’
from the north. Apart from a few state-funded expeditions, numerous self-funded adventurers and researchers
travelled extensively in Gansu, Qinghai and Xinjiang. Altogether, we have more than 50 western travel accounts
at  our disposal  that  are  of  both article-  and book-length.  Many of them mention the local  Christian mission
stations,[13] but  very  few  travellers  offered  detailed  information  on  missionary  stations  or  activities.  The
descriptions are typically restricted to very general remarks on educational and charitable issues. Theological
aspects are hardly ever discussed and observations about Chinese Christians encountered at the mission stations
are almost non-existent. In some travelogues the missionaries are even reduced to being, first of all, convenient
travel service providers. 

 

Given the hardships of travelling long distances in northwest China in the 19 th and early 20th centuries, it is no
surprise  that  the  hospitality  of  mission  stations  en  route  was  usually  gladly  accepted  by western  travellers.
However, most travellers who stayed only for a night or two as guests of mission stations, provided little more
than the missionaries’ names and maybe a note of thanks for their hospitality and good advice. This applies also to
travellers who met Catholic missionaries only at such social functions as dinner parties given by Chinese officials.
Among this sort of very general comments we find the following examples:

 

Rockhill, a staff member of the American Embassy in Beijing, who travelled to Gansu and Qinghai in 1888/89
and again in 1891/92, remarked:

 

… [I] finally drew up in front of the house of my old friend, the Curé of Lan-chou, Monsieur de 

Meester with whom I had stayed when on my first journey to Tibet. The reception from the good 
father was the cordial, whole souled one I have always felt sure of receiving from a Catholic 
missionary in China...[14]

 

Obrutchev, a Russian explorer, who arrived in Gansu in 1894, also acknowledged the support received by the
CICM mission station in Lanzhou:

 

I don‘t know what I would have done in those days of financial misery, if the mission had not 
offered its hospitality again. The Belgium missionary Demeester was a true helper in times of need;
under his roof I spent many pleasant hours in which the body could recover from the hardships of a
long journey and the spirit could be refreshed through interaction with spiritual men. Yes, may they
be blessed a thousand times, these Christian mission stations in China. These abodes of quiet peace 
and true humanity in the midst of a selfish, noisy and restless world; these modest houses with their
doors always open for the traveller, emanating the spirit of home. (My translation)[15] 

 

Apart from the hospitality and good advice offered by the missionaries, many western travellers also mentioned
the high standard of education among the Catholic missionaries and often lauded the mission‘s libraries which
were stacked with valuable literature about their mission fields. For example, Mannerheim, a Finnish officer and
explorer working in the service of the Russian government who arrived in Gansu in 1907/08, observed:

 

The Roman-Catholic missionary station [in Suzhou] is close to the temples in a modest little clay 
building. A young missionary, Jos. Essens, a Dutchman by birth, has been at its head for scarcely a 
year. Tchyng, a Chinaman from Lianchow [i.e., Liangzhou], acts as his assistant. It gave me great 



pleasure to meet a European again after three months of solitude. He was a good horseman and shot
and seemed a lively young man in spite of the serious calling he had embraced with apparent 
enthusiasm. My thanks are due to him for much information and good advice.[16]
The missionary Kerkhof, who was stationed here, kindly acted as my guide. … My companion had 
spent 3 or 4 years in China and had studied the Tibetan language lately. He seemed to hope that he 
would be transferred to work among the Tanguts and intended to occupy himself, too, with 
ethnography, anthropology, mapping etc. … Bishop Otto was a man of 50 of medium height who 
did not look his age and was as lively, active and brisk as a man of 30… He took a great interest in 
scientific research, especially geography, and had himself done some mapping or drawn maps in 
accordance with the work of other missionaries, principally of the communications of Kan su. … I 
spent a couple of pleasant hours with him and his two missionaries here, Leon van Dijk and F. 
Jadoul. Both of them made an excellent impression on me, intelligent, well educated, taking an 
interest in many things and as free from prejudice as anyone of their calling could be.[17]

 

The Swedish explorer Sven Hedin, who visited the CICM mission in Xixiang near Liangzhou in 1896 or 1897,
wrote:

 

The library, which was a large and handsome apartment, was adorned with the portraits of a host of
missionaries…[18]

 

Even two out-spoken critics of the Christian missionaries in China, i.e. Eric Teichman, a British consular officer
who travelled in northwest China in 1915/16, and the British botanist Reginald Farrer who travelled in Gansu and
Qinghai in 1914/1915, commented:

 

But on the whole there is a remarkable variety in the standard of education and intellect amongst 
the Protestant missionaries in China; and the Catholic priests would appear to be well ahead of 
them in this respect.[19]

… you will find that the Catholic priest is at leisure to be well-educated, polished, interested in life 

and humanity, not being taken up all the time with the need for flaunting a position which in his 
case is axiomatic and impregnable. … it must be said, if you want information on any point of 
Chinese or Tibetan natural history, geography, and so forth, it is to the Catholics you must go if you
want a sound, sensible, and workmanlike answer.[20]

 

Similar accounts are also found for the SVD who replaced the CICM Fathers in 1922. The French explorer Migot
reported in 1947:

 

The carter took me round to the Catholic Mission. … The Fathers at the Sining [i.e., Xining] 
Mission almost all came from Central Europe; there were Germans, Austrians, Dutch, Hungarians
and a few Poles, and in this cosmopolitan society we talked French, English and German in turn. 
The talk was a welcome relaxation, and so were the hours I spent browsing their library.[21]

 

Leonard Clark, an American adventurer, who travelled in Qinghai and Gansu in early 1949 shortly before the
Communist take-over, stayed at the SVD mission in Lanzhou:

 



We began studying the Tibetan situation, and the German Fathers helped us in every way they 
possibly could, offering advice and supplying us with much material to study… These records were
old books published in Europe many years ago, being well-thumbed curly corners volumes. Stacks 
of dusty papers were also brought to us by the Fathers, these written in every European language, 
but mostly in Chinese characters by the older priests… After nearly 300 years off and on at 
Lanchow, none of their priests had themselves been fortunate enough to break very far through the 
savage tribes and pierce the wild interior. Evidently many of these good missionaries―all of whom
spoke Chinese and many of them Tibetan and Mongolian―had tried over the years, and all had 
failed.[22]

 

In contrast to the above accounts, services provided by missionaries as translators, guides or intermediaries for
making contact with Chinese officials are rarely acknowledged in publications by explorers. The latter probably
feared that their deeds looked less impressive if achieved with the help of missionaries. Therefore, such support, if
mentioned at all, is more often alluded to in letters and diaries.[23] For example, in most publications by the
German explorer Wilhelm Filchner who went on three expeditions to northwest China, i.e., in 1903-1905, 1925-
1928 and 1935/36, his many stays at different CICM and SVD mission stations are only mentioned en passant.
Furthermore, Filchner remained more or less silent about the multifarious support received from the Catholic
missionaries and their missionary work. He is thus one of the travellers who convey the impression that mission
stations  were  primarily  convenient  service  providers.[24] Edmund  Fürholzer,  a  German  journalist,  serves  as
another example of this attitude. Although, to some extent, he acknowledged assistance from the missionaries: “In
the following days, under the guidance of the head of the mission [i.e., Bishop Buddenbrock SVD], I paid visits to
the Chinese officials who were in charge of deciding if my journey could be realized” (my translation), Fürholzer
also implied that he travelled from Lanzhou to the famous Tibetan monastery of Labrang with only a Tibetan
interpreter and a Chinese servant while, in fact, he was accompanied throughout by the SVD missionary and Tibet
expert Matthias Hermanns.[25] 

 

A topic that is frequently mentioned in travelogues, is that of the hardships of missionary life, i.e., the very simple,
if not to say frugal life style of the missionaries.

 

… [I] got a warm reception from Father van Belle [in Xincheng] and a Friday’s meal―cold tea, 

dry bread and lard, used in place of butter. This is the usual style of living among Catholic 
missionaries.[26]
The dinner that the bishop ordered in my honour was as simple as possible. There were close on a 
dozen Roman Catholic missionaries in the refectory, some from other parishes. … I only had time 
for a cursory glance at the missionary buildings. The church was pretty, a mixture of Gothic and 
Chinese styles. … Everything was very tidy and kept in good condition, but extremely simple and 
Spartan. Bishop Otto told me that for the maintenance of his see, consisting of over 20 parishes 
with their churches, schools etc., he was not allowed more than 21,000 francs a year. Such a small 
budget demanded a great deal of self-sacrifice on the part of the Roman Catholic fathers, nor can 
anyone who has seen the conditions of life among them at close quarters, full of privations, speak 
of them with anything but profound respect.[27] … I cannot resist saying a few words about the life
that a Roman Catholic missionary leads. Whether they are by themselves or working in a group, 
their daily routine is strictly mapped out… All superfluity is prohibited. For the requirements of the
church they prepare quite good light, red wine, but it is not served at table except on great 
occasions. … This institution is held together and guided by iron discipline. Their mode of life is so
simple that many of them do not spend more than 100 taels a year and live almost exclusively on 
cereals. The only luxury they allow themselves are their buildings, which are often excellent, 
according to Chinese standards. Scientific books are easily allowed by the bishop.[28]
Tiffin was of black bread and tea; there was no butter, no sugar and cream.[29]



 

In fact, starting from the late 19th century the ascetic aspect of missionary life and the possibility of acquiring
martyrdom were recurrent themes in western publications on missionaries and often even stimulated the desire of
young men to  follow in  the  martyrs’ footsteps.[30] Remarkably,  observations  with  regard  to  the  missionary
enterprise as such and to its progress are rarely found in publications of western travellers. An exception is Sven
Hedin who observed:

 

My Belgian cicerones told me that there were families in the place who had been Christians from 
father to son through seven generations, and that the community then reckoned about 300 
members. The people I saw entered the church of their own free will, as they were going past, 
making the sign of the cross and taking off their caps, and they appeared to repeat their prayers 
with absolute sincerity of conviction.[31]

 

A typical colonial view of the missionary enterprise was expressed by the British officer General George Pereira,
who travelled in Khams and Amdo in 1921/22:

 

“The Catholic Church … seems to manage natives better than others. Native priests are ordained, 

but a watchful eye is kept on them. The native priest is an excellent man, but he is a child in 
modern ways and requires supervision. When he can take the place of the foreign priest and run the
Mission on his own, then will be the time when the Chinese have got up-to-date. And then the 
foreigner living in the interior will be able to welcome the abolition of extra-territoriality and be 
able to resign himself with confidence to Chinese jurisdiction.”[32]

 

It is interesting to note here that the Catholic Church ordained the first Chinese bishops in 1926, i.e., only a few
years after Pereira’s condescending remarks.

 

When western travellers mentioned missionary activities in more detail,  they usually stressed educational and
charitable  work.  While  Catholic  missionaries  had  initially  attempted  to  convert  the  Chinese  mainly  through
preaching and by offering certain privileges to converts, the missionary methods changed significantly after the

so-called “Unequal Treaties” of the mid-19th century which facilitated the establishment of Christian orphanages,
hospitals, dispensaries, asylums and schools also in inland China.[33] Most of the missionary congregations took
advantage  of  these  new opportunities  to  reach  out  to  new places  and  to  different  strata  of  Chinese  society.
Especially after the abolition of the old Chinese examination system in 1904, missionary education received a new
impetus.[34] This development was usually praised by outside observers:

 

The Belgian Brothers also carry on schools for boys and girls. I peeped into one of the rooms, and 
saw a score of boys sitting at their desks, poring over the Bible and the writings of the sage 
Confucius.[35]
The mission premises [of Xixiang] represent a Chinese village of the local type, with the addition 
of two churches—one quite new—the schools, and the quarters for the priests. In these schools the 
children are first taught French and grounded in the elements of their new faith. After some years 
and if of promise both in character and intelligence, they are brought on to learn Latin. Eventually, 
but not until after fifteen years’ close study and training, the pick of the scholars may be ordained 
native priests, though very few are so chosen.[36]
It is impossible for me to form a judgment of their [i.e., the Catholic missionaries’] work, but as 



instances of their practical and philanthropic work I can quote a school at Sisia, where tuition is 
free of charge, irrespective of the trade or profession the pupil intends to take up, and two 
children’s homes at Kanchow and Sisia, where orphans and children abandoned or surrendered by 
their parents are brought up. The girls are married to Christian Chinese, while the boys are taught 
various trades. – It would be hard to analyse their moral influence on the Chinese. It is remarkable, 
however, that Chinese who have adopted Christianity, take a broader view of things, and can follow
our trains of thought and understand European culture more easily. Suspicion of and aversion from 
everything that is European disappear and often, it seems, at any rate, as though they were less 
given to lying.[37]

 

About 15 years later Teichman, however, surmised that missionary schools were not in great demand among the
local Chinese.[38]

 

I am not in a position to give any opinion as to the standard of the work done in these middle 
schools [i.e., Chinese government schools] in Kansu but it is evident that they are more popular 
than the missionary schools, which is perhaps hardly to be wondered at. Immensely beneficial as 
the educational work of the missionaries is to the Chinese, it has the disadvantage, from the 
Chinese point of view, of being adulterated with evangelistic effort; so that the student athirst for 
western knowledge has to swallow the Christian powder skilfully hidden between layers of 
scientific jam. Then there is always the underlying feeling against the alien institution, and also the 
fact that all the missionaries who engage in educational work in China, are nor always well 
qualified to lead their pupils very far. In Kansu missionary schools exist in only a very small way; 
but in some provinces, notably Szechuan, large institutions have been established, including a 
university. These remain, however, like the Christian Church in China, purely foreign institutions 
for the Chinese under foreign management, and for that reason are not always appreciated by the 
Chinese as they doubtless deserve to be; the latter would probably prefer that the foreign teachers 
should offer their services in the government schools.[39]
The vast sums of money expended by European Churches on missionary work in China have been 
productive of an enormous amount of good in improving the material lot of the Chinese, but the 
religious results have been small in comparison to the efforts put forth.[40]

 

Medical  services  constituted  another  major  area  of  Catholic  missionary  activity,  but  are  only  occasionally
mentioned by travellers, as was the treatment of opium addicts:

 

Père Lauwaert, the missionary of Hui-tsien [i.e., Huixian], complained bitterly that the 
consumption of opium has risen dramatically in China during the last 20 years. … It is unspeakable
what a human being, who honestly seeks conversion, has to suffer when he abstains from this 
poison. By using strong black coffee we are often successful to soothe the terrible spasmodic pain 

of the stomach and thereby to alleviate the anti-drug treatment…[41] (My translation)
Of the secondary benefits the presence of such missionaries affords, not the least is the medical 
knowledge they diffuse in a land where treatment is still in vogue such as people in Europe would 
scarcely credit.[42]

 

Open criticism of the Christian missionary enterprise was voiced by very few western travellers. Most comments
were restricted to the range of topics presented above and criticism, if voiced at all, was usually politely veiled:

 



Mr. Brooke’s impression of missions was that both the Protestants and Roman Catholics were 
doing good work in China, and he wrote: “To criticise the missionary work in China as a whole 
would be unfair and ungrateful of any traveller, for he receives endless help everywhere from these 
good people. The traveller from his short stay in the country may be unable always to see eye to 
eye with them, but what they do they believe to be for the best interests of the cause they 
represent.”[43]

 

An exception to the rule are the critical, even polemic comments of the British botanist Farrer which fill several
pages of his travelogue. He wrote, for example:

 

But by now the first concern of the Chinese Government is to cherish the life and property of every
missionary as the apples of its eye, for the spirit of turning “martyrdom” to profit still persists. The 
Catholic church, especially, sidelong and surreptitious, acts up to all her old traditions in never 
failing to make the most of any advantage to wring a concession or a sum of disproportionate 
money every time a priest gets hustled down a bank, or the camera, broken with which he was 
insulting the sanctity of a Living Buddha in the holiest moment of his rites. At least, this is what the
Protestants say; no doubt the Catholics say as much, or worse, in different ways about the 
Protestants, for the orthodox and the heretic Churches continue hating each other out here in the 
face of the common foe with characteristically Christian thoroughness, and there is never any 
intercourse between their missions, wherever I have passed. And the policy of the Catholic Church 
is not so unknown to the heretics as they pretend. The Catholic missionaries do, indeed, live in a 
characteristic atmosphere of seclusion and diplomatic intrigue, moving a hundred obscure threads 
to the greater glory and profit of the Roman Church, till they are justly regarded as the most 
dangerous of political agents by the Governors, and cordially detested alike by Governors and 
people on account of their exactions, and the way in which they form a ramifying society within 
society and manipulate justice in the interests of their converts, while nobody dares resist a power 
that is backed by the thunders of European guns. They are fallen, indeed, from their former state, 
when they successfully claimed Mandarin rank, and exacted first-class feasts from all the 
Governors of the cities through which they passed―an honour subsequently offered to the 
Protestants also, and by them prudently refused (and afterwards rescinded for all).[44]

 

Farrer’s harsh comments do, nevertheless, conform to general criticism often voiced in the late 19 th/ early 20th

centuries  with  regard  to  the  missionary  enterprise,  namely  Catholic  missions  as  landlords  of  large  estates,
interference  in  or  adjudication  on  law cases  which  involved  Chinese  Christians,  taking  advantage  of  certain
privileges of the Church such as Mandarin rank for priests and the forced payment of indemnities. These measures
were, of course, common throughout China.[45] 

In comparison, the views of Teichman who devoted a whole chapter of his travelogue to the discussion of
both Catholic and Protestant missionary work in China, seem more balanced:

 

The missionary problem has been entirely altered of recent years by the changes which have taken 
place in awakening China, especially since the Revolution of 1911. The difficulty used to be, how 
to overcome the antipathy of the Chinese for everything foreign, and to induce the people to 
consent to listen to the foreign preacher; today the problem is, how best to utilize in the cause of 
Christianity the interest and admiration displayed by the Chinese for the foreigner and his works, 
including everything foreign from missions to machine guns. In the distant interior this enthusiasm 
for foreign things is sometimes mistaken for a rush to enter the Christian Church, because the 
missionary and his Western home are often the only foreign objects available locally.[46] 
Only, to be fair to the Chinese, the missionaries should surely propagate an up-to-date form of 



Christianity, as modified by modern scientific research, instead of teaching, as seems usually to be 
the case, old literal beliefs which have ceased to hold good in Europe. Also Christianity, a 
westernized oriental religion, is being taught back to Orientals, and for that reason should in China 
be stripped as far as possible of its Western exterior. It is difficult to imagine anything more utterly 
absurd than the construction of a foreign style church, with steeple, etc., in the interior of China as 
a place of worship for Christian Chinese; and there are many other respects in which the missionary
often endeavours to impose purely European methods of worship, which have nothing to do with 
original Christianity, on the Chinese. All this emphasizes the foreign nature of the Christian Church
in China, which is one if the greatest obstacles to its real establishment.[47] 
Viewed from a missionary point of view, it therefore seems a doubtful policy to waste so much 
money and energy in attempting the impossible on the sparsely populated Tibetan borderland, when
there are still many great centres, at any rate in the north-west, of the more receptive and friendly 
Chinese untouched.[48]
Practically speaking, there are not now, and never have been, any active Mahomedan missionaries 
at work amongst the Chinese. And yet today there are perhaps a million and a half nominal Chinese
Catholic Christians, a third or a quarter as many Protestants, and at least ten times as many 
Moslems. It is difficult at first sight to account for this state of things. The explanation lies perhaps 
partly in the fact that Islam has become, so to speak, naturalized amongst the Chinese and is firmly 
rooted as a native faith, without retaining, as far as its believers are concerned, any alien character; 
while Protestant Christianity remains in most cases a foreign institution supported by foreign 
energy, brains, and money. Many missionaries appear to the unprejudiced observer to aim at 
Europeanising the Chinese in the course of converting them, which may be an excellent object, but 
is fatal to the establishment of a native Christian Church. … Even the hierarchy of the Western 
Church is imposed upon the Chinese by the appointment of foreign bishops. It is submitted 
therefore that if Christianity is ever to take root in China as a native Church it must be divested of 
all its European trappings; and if it is to reach the educated classes it must be taught in a modern 
and liberal spirit, dropping the belief in miracles and a material hell, and compromising with 
ancestor worship and the ethics of Laocius and Confucius.[49]

 

Apart from the quotes presented here, Teichman’s chapter touches on many other aspects of missionary work. 

 

Also  Major  C.  D.  Bruce  from  Britain,  who  travelled  in  Gansu  in  1905/06,  wrote  extensively  about  the
missionaries. He commented:

 

The subject of missions in China is, as every one acquainted with that country knows, a somewhat 
thorny question to handle. Volumes might be, and in some cases have been, written for and against 
these institutions… From a diplomatic point of view, no doubt, considerable trouble is caused by 
the presence and behaviour of a certain class of missionaries in China; but the lesson the writer 
would derive from this fact is not that the missionary is not wanted, but that most strict and 
searching care should be exercised in the selection of those who are chosen.[50]

 

Although Teichman and Bruce certainly did not share the strong critiques with regard to the missionaries’ role in
the construction of European and American colonialism as voiced by later historians such as Arthur Schlesinger
and William Hutchinson,[51] they were still very critical of certain aspects of the missionary enterprise and were
surprisingly direct in addressing them in their publications. Their comments, however, also conform to a view of

the missionary enterprise that became popular among western intellectuals especially in the early 20 th century.
This view often criticized the lack of indigenisation of the Christian Church[52] and favoured a “Kulturmission“
or indirect methods of evangelization that stressed the spreading of modern (scientific) education, professional



medical work and the introduction of modern western technologies.

 

Accounts by Chinese Travellers

 

Apparently,  sources that  reflect  the local  Chinese perception of  the former missionary enterprise,  are  scarce,
although the number of Catholic converts in Gansu, Qinghai and Xinjiang added up to at least 18,000 in the late
1940s,  according  to  statistics  provided  by  SVD  missionaries.[53] Therefore,  the  thirty  or  more  Chinese
travelogues that are still available today, present a valuable addition to reports by western explorers and travellers.
Most of these accounts were written by Republican Chinese officials and semi-officials—predominantly in the
1920s and 1930s—during or after investigation tours in China’s northwest, often conducted in the context of
modernisation  efforts  propagated  by  the  Guomindang  government  or  in  the  context  of  anthropological  and
geographical  studies.  Many  of  these  Chinese  travellers  probably  also  came  into  direct  contact  with  the
missionaries, but very few of them actually mentioned the Christian mission stations in their reports.[54] 

 

In contrast to the western travelogues, the Chinese accounts predominantly focus on statistical and educational
aspects of the missionary enterprise or deal with issues of litigation and alleged espionage.[55] For example, the

Chinese travelogue Xibei suiyaoji 西北随轺记 by Gao Liangzuo 高良佐 reports that the number of Catholics in

Qinghai reached 3.203 in 1935 while the number of Protestants only reached about 200.[56] The same figures are

used in Ma Hetian’s 马鹤天 Gan Qing Zang bianqu kaochaji 甘青藏边区考察记.[57] According to statistics for

the year 1935 indicated on a map provided by the historical geographer Zhou Zhenhe  周振鹤 , the number of
Catholics in the greater Xining area of Qinghai was 3.193 while the number of Protestants in the same area was

only 193.[58] Apparently, Gao and Ma copied their figures from Zhou’s map. Under the heading Jidujiao 基督教

Zhou writes:

 

基督教有耶稣教天主教之分。耶稣教之搏如甘肃青海一带，盖始于清光绪四年，。。。天

主教堂则各县皆优。[59] The Christian belief is divided into Yesujiao/ Protestantism and 
Tianzhujiao/ Catholicism. Protestantism first entered Gansu and Qinghai in the fourth year of 
Guangxu … Catholic churches are present in all the districts. (My translation)

 

Gu Jiegang 顾颉刚, a pioneer of China’s historical geography and folklore studies, visited Qinghai and Gansu in
1937/38. He noted the names of Protestant and Catholic missionaries whom he met in Lanzhou, Xining, Zhuoni
and Lintao. Although Gu did not mention the content of their conversations, they probably discussed educational
issues since this was one of the main topics investigated by Gu during his trip.

        

又到福音堂访牟牧师。是岁戴先生遂宿福音堂中。[60] I went again to the Protestant gospel 
hall to visit Pastor Mou [probably Thomas Moseley of the Christian & Missionary Alliance whose 
Chinese name was Moh Ta-lu/ Mou Dalu]. This year, Mr. Dai still lived on the Protestant 
compound. (My translation)

晚，德，胡，两牧师来谈。[61] In the evening, De and Hu, the two Pastors, came for a talk. (My
translation)

               到天主堂，参观培英小学，并晤德籍海国春神父 (P. Matthias Hermanns S[V]D)。

[62] I went to the Catholic compound to visit the Peiying primary school and to meet the German 
Father, Hai Guochun (P. Matthias Hermanns S[V]D). (My translation)



初，到福音堂访孙牧师 (C. E. Carlson)。[63] First, I went to the Protestant gospel hall to visit 

Pastor Sun (C. E. Carlson). (My translation)

 

The accusation that foreign missionaries were acting as spies for their imperialistic homelands was a common
theme in China’s post-1950 publications,[64] but this suspicion was also already voiced in the late 1920s and
1930s:

 

基督教本自海禁大开后，始在中国东南各地活动。近来西北各省，亦渐布满，陕甘宁青新

各省，无处不有。今者随帝国主义文化侵略势力之发展而分布于西北各省，并目深入藏蒙

回番各族间，以传教为名而扩展特种政治工作，调查我边地各种情形也。[65] Christianity 
originally came from overseas when [China] had to endure the Great Opening. In the beginning it 
was active in China’s southeastern regions. Recently it also extended to the northwestern provinces,
to Shaan[xi], Gan[su], Ning[xia], Qing[hai] and Xin[jiang]. There is no place where it is not 
present. Currently, along with the growth of the aggressive force of imperialistic culture, it [i.e., 
Christianity] expands to every province in the northwest and now penetrates into the midst of 
Tibetan, Mongol and Hui people. Under the pretence of missionizing, a particular political agenda 
is spread and the overall situation in our border regions is investigated. (My translation)

 

Another report on Qinghai which was prepared by an investigation group from the Xinya chouya xuehui 新亚绸亚

学会 and published in 1943, raises the problems of litigation exercised by Catholic missionaries:

        

青海各县天主教徒甚多，其神父包揽诉讼，偏袒教民，教民又借神父之势力，以欺侮乡民，

甚至干涉地方行政。年来地方主政者已洞悉其奸，禁止神父干涉案件，教徒借教欺民，以

阻遏其势力之蔓延，闻近来已稍杀矣。[66] In all the districts of Qinghai, Catholic believers are 
very numerous. Their Fathers have seized hold of litigation, being partial and siding with their 
followers, so that the believers take advantage of the power of the Fathers and bully the country 
folk, going so far as to interfere with local administration. In recent years, local officials have 
clearly understood their vice and have prohibited the interference of the Fathers in lawsuits as well 
as the bullying of the people by the [Catholic] believers. [This has been achieved] by checking the 
spread of their power. Lately, the news is that this [problem] has been somewhat reduced! (My 
translation)

 

Some Chinese anti-Christian attitudes and incidents are also referred to in western reports. Kreitner, an Austrian
officer who accompanied the Hungarian Earl Szechenyi on his Amdo expedition in 1879, recounted an audience
with Gansu governor Zuo Zongtang in Suzhou on which occasion Kreitner also met Bishop Hamer, CICM. The
bishop had just arrived in Gansu from Mongolia a few months earlier and had travelled to Suzhou on official
business.

 

At this moment a mandarin came in to present the visiting card of Bishop Humer [sic] who, without
our knowing, had chosen this unfortunate hour to request from the viceroy the return or restitution 
of the former estates of the Catholics in Kan-su. Zo [i.e. Zuo Zongtang] became annoyed: “I don’t 
want to see such people who estrange my people from me. I don’t receive missionaries.” … “In the 
courtyard we formed a short acquaintance with Bishop Humer who was immediately admitted for 
an audience and, as we learned later on, struggled hard with the unkind viceroy. Based on the 
articles of the Tschi-fu Convention, he did, however, receive permission from Zo-zung-tang to 



establish three mission stations, namely Kan-tschou, Liang-tschou and Lan-tschou.[67] (My 
translation)

 

Rockhill, the American Embassy staff member in Beijing, provided the following account when on his second
journey to Gansu and Qinghai in 1891/92:

 

The famous Ho-nan anti-Christian and anti-foreign placards and pamphlets have been scattered 
broadcast over Kan-su, brought here, it is rumored, by the nephew of the Governor General Yang 
… Liu’s now famous book Kuei chiao kai sha, “The devil’s doctrine must be destroyed,” has been 
brought here by the cart load. The pictures in which Jesus is represented as a “wild hog” … or a 
“heavenly hog” … were torn down from off the high street by quiet little Mons. De Meester and 
taken by him to the Tsung-tu who was obliged to take action in the matter, and so an anti-Christian 
riot in Lan-chou was averted.[68] 

 

In 1926 Rock observed:

 

And so one has to be thankful that one is still alive in this part of the world, with all the anti-foreign
or more anti-Christian feeling. The Kansu people are enraged against Christianity which they 
identify with the present Red regime, Feng [i.e., Feng Yuxiang, the so-called Christian general] and 
Co. in Kansu. In Titao after murdering the officials here they were on the point of murdering the 
missionaries [,] mostly Americans, whom they looked upon as part and parcel of Feng’s confessed 
religion. I think that there is, however, a heavenwide difference between Feng’s Christianity and 
real Christianity.[69]

 

The above-mentioned points of criticism by Chinese and western travellers were, of course, not unknown to the
missionaries. However, due to lack of space, the missionaries’ responses—as can be found in missionary sources
—are not studied in this short paper. 

 

Final Remarks

 

Most of the above-mentioned western travelogues provide favourable descriptions of the Catholic missionary
enterprise. Very few are openly critical. In contrast, the few Chinese reports at our disposal are either neutral or
negative. At first glance, it seems obvious that foreign travellers usually appreciated Christian mission stations as
familiar institutions in an alien surrounding. By contrast, Chinese observers stressed the intrusive character of
mission stations that propagated a foreign religion in their homeland. At second glance, however, the picture
becomes  more  complex  and  suggests  that  the  travelogues  not  only  provide  personal  views  of  the  Catholic
missionary enterprise in northwest China but—to a certain degree—also reflect general trends in the perception of
Christian  missionaries  at  the  time  the  travelogues  were  written.  With  regard  to  changing  images  of  the
missionaries in the West, these included, for example, the general appraisal of the ascetic and heroic Catholic

missionary of the late 19th century followed by a more critical assessment of missionary activities and privileges

—such  as  litigation,  indemnities  etc.—in  the  late  19th/  early  20th century,  and  the  idea  of  a  modern

“Kulturmission” in the early 20th century.

 

These trends correlate with political changes and events in China and with the evolution of missionary methods.



While, for example, the 19th century Catholic missionaries initially mainly applied direct missionary methods
such as preaching and the training of Chinese staff, this approach was increasingly supplemented by indirect

missionary methods during the late 19th/ early 20th centuries subsequent to the so-called “Unequal Treaties”. By
intensifying  indirect  missionary methods,  such  as  providing  medical  care  and  westernized  school  education,
missionary work quickly expanded.[70] Furthermore, after violent anti-foreign and anti-Christian sentiment had
peaked in the so-called “Boxer Revolt” of 1900, the Chinese perception of things foreign seems to have changed
from  rejection  to  admiration,  especially  in  the  more  educated  Chinese  circles.[71] Consequently,  the  SVD
missionaries, for example, eventually ceased to lease out farmland and sold their mission estate in Henanba near
Liangzhou. Involvement in litigation was discontinued and the SVD also began professionalizing medical care by
establishing a hospital in Lanzhou. Education was dealt with similarly by adjusting the school curricula to the
requirements of  the new Republican education system.[72] However, starting from the 1920s,  rising Chinese
nationalism was accompanied by new anti-foreign sentiment, which also targeted Christian institutions in China.
[73] Because of its isolated location and its strong conservatism, northwest China lagged somewhat behind the
coastal areas and progressive ideas only trickled in slowly. Thus, the new peak of anti-foreign sentiment in Central
China following the so-called Shanghai incident in 1925, apparently only reached Qinghai, Gansu and Xinjiang in
the 1930s. For example,  after 1930, the Lanzhou mission was repeatedly attacked verbally and, in 1934, the
Qinzhou mission of the Capuchins was actually attacked and looted by pro-Communist and/ or pro-Guomindang
youth.  Furthermore,  the Catholic schools in Qinzhou had to close, apparently due to pressure from the local
government. In 1939, the Xinjiang missionaries were first imprisoned and later expelled by the local government.
In 1943, the Catholic schools in Qinghai were also closed by the local government, while some Catholic schools
in Gansu apparently continued to teach.[74] Therefore, the often critical approach of the Chinese authors quoted
above and their suspicion and even accusation that missionaries in Gansu, Qinghai and Xinjiang worked as spies
for their homelands, have to be evaluated in this political and historical context.

 

It should be noted that the above-mentioned events many of which were crucial for missionary work in northwest
China, are rarely mentioned in the travelogues. More research is needed to establish if these omissions, as well as
the scarcity of quantitative data on the Catholic missions, are due to a lack of interest in the missionary enterprise
or rather relate to narrational concepts of the genre of travel writing. It is, however, obvious that the selective
information on the Catholic mission stations provided in the travelogues primarily reflect the views and prejudices
of the individual travel writer rather than providing an accurate or comprehensive picture of the state of affairs of
the missionary enterprise in northwest China between 1879 and 1950.[75]
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